Siena Healthcare Finance Hires
Western Region Business
Development Officer
Siena Healthcare Finance is pleased to announce the
addition of Nicholas “Niko” Tsitsos to our team. In the
capacity of Director of Business Development, Niko
will be covering the Western Region of the U.S. and
is located in San Francisco, California. Prior to joining
the team, Niko served as Vice President Healthcare
Finance Loan Originations at Wells Fargo. Niko has
also held positions at Wellington Management
Company and John Hancock Financial Services prior to Wells Fargo.
“Niko is a finance professional, experienced in providing clients within the
Healthcare industry, with creative financing solutions. We are very excited for Niko
to join our team, with his expertise and knowledge of the industry we feel he will
have an immediate impact in building our client base,” said Ed Kauffman, Managing
Director - Siena Healthcare Finance.
“I am excited to join a team of experienced healthcare lending professionals and be
a part of a group that is committed to growth during such a pivotal moment for
healthcare providers. I look forward to contributing to Siena Healthcare Finance’s
already impressive growth by providing clients with creative capital solutions,”
said Niko.

About Siena Healthcare Finance
Siena Healthcare Finance, a specialized division of Siena Lending Group, is
dedicated solely to serving companies within the healthcare sector, providing for
loans from $4-$30 million. Siena is a leading asset-based lender which serves
middle-market companies looking for an alternative to traditional bank financing.
Siena offers asset-based loans from $5-$40 million and consistently finds creative
ways to provide borrowers with maximum flexibility and liquidity. With deep lending
experience and expertise in complex situations, clients can feel confident knowing
Siena brings the patience and perspective to help them work through any challenges
and achieve their long-term visions. Siena provides financing solutions to companies
across a broad spectrum of industries. Siena is a portfolio company of Business
Development Corporation of America, an affiliate of Benefit Street Partners LLC. For
more information, visit www.sienalending.com or www.sienahealthcarefinance.com
or contact a Siena team member.
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